Honoring Excellence in
Strength-Based Teaching

CALIFORNIA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
____________________________________

“Ovation is a great opportunity for local
chapters to recognize educators who are
leading teacher-driven change in their
classrooms, schools, and communities.”
-Eric C. Heins, CTA President

Ovation! Introduced July 2016
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Introduction
In a spirit of greatness, we offer local associations, “Ovation!” a
program that honors the work California Teachers Association
members do every day. Ovation! is designed to recognize
educators that focus on strengths and work in one or more of the
Seven Factors. We are using this template to ensure a high quality
of recognition and to provide some element of uniformity in the
Ovation! citations.
When preparing the nomination, the nominator should identify
how the nominee is working in one or more of the Seven Factors.
The design of Ovation! encourages parents, community members
and students to nominate teachers in addition to fellow union
members to nominate CTA members.
While nominations are encouraged from beyond the Association
membership, Ovation! belongs to the local chapter.

Frequently Asked Questions
What is Ovation!
Ovation! is a member recognition program for local chapters. It is
the work of Teacher Think Tank members. Ovation! is designed to
promote local recognition of CTA colleagues. Chapter leaders can
use the Ovation! toolkit to identify and celebrate members who
have outstanding projects, classroom programs and support
systems that parallel the Seven Factors of the CTA’s Institute for
Teaching and are Strength Based.
How does someone get nominated?
Nominations for Ovation! could come from anyone. The
nomination form should be made available to fellow educators,
students, parents, and community members.
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Who is eligible?
Every CTA current member is eligible.
Who selects the Ovation! Honorees?
The local chapter decides. It could be
the Executive Board, the chapter’s
Member Engagement Committee or
a special committee formed for this
purpose.
How many teachers should we
honor?
These decisions are
ultimately up to each individual local CTA chapter. Our main goal
is to recognize teachers who are truly exhibiting strength-based
teaching. If multiple teachers seem to be deserving of this honor
you might consider spacing out the awards over several months to
give each a chance to have the spotlight at a different time.
How frequently should we honor teachers?
Initially Ovation! was envisioned as something that might happen
monthly at school sites but for other local associations it might be
easier to have the recognition at the end of each semester. This
recognition could also be something that rotates around the
district at different schools over the course of the year. The
nominees deserving of the Ovation! could be recognized at
different times throughout the school year. It could also be
presented annually. The key is that the Union should make these
decisions.
What if we get too many nominees?
Nice problem to have! We do suggest that the CTA local form a
small committee of reps to help support this program; this could
be part of an already existing committee. This committee could also
serve as the selection committee.
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What if we don’t get any nominees?
If you do not receive a nomination for a particular school site, you
might ask a member in a leadership position to nominate someone
to jumpstart the process. Make sure to take that opportunity to
publicize the award widely across that school community in the
hopes of encouraging future nominations.
Who should be invited to the Ovation! presentation?
The presentation is designed to be low key. It should be in the
teacher’s classroom ideally in front of his/her students or in the
case of a member without a classroom, a public place at school.
In addition to the chapter president, the Association could include,
the person who nominated the teacher, the school site rep., and
the principal. Each local CTA chapter will make this determination.
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What exactly is STRENGTH-BASED TEACHING?
The CTA Institute for Teaching is attempting to bring a new
approach to school change. Based on our Foundation work and
discussions with hundreds of practitioners and students, the CTA
Institute for Teaching has determined that school change must
include two key factors: (1) It needs to be teacher-driven, and (2) It
should be based on what is working and successful in our schools
and classrooms. By focusing on what works in our schools, the
Institute for Teaching believes strength-based models for school
change add a new dimension to school improvement.
The CTA Institute for Teaching believes that greatness already
exists in our schools. We seek to identify what is working in
classrooms and schools, to identify these strengths that support
this effectiveness then to build on these strengths. These strengths
then fit into seven categories of successful school programs. We
use these categories in our grant program.
In 2006 CTA’s Institute for Teaching conducted an intense research
project that involved universities, communities, benefactors,
administrators, teachers and parents. This research identified the
commonalities of successful work in our public schools. These are
commonly called the “Seven Factors.” These Seven Factors are
driven by two modalities; they must be teacher-driven and
strength-based. Don’t be daunted by these descriptors, effective
teaching lives in these domains.

The Seven Factors
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Future Oriented
Student Centered
Work Oriented
Results Oriented

5. Student Relations
6. School Family Relations
7. School Wide Relations

Initiatives and conditions that work effectively in a classroom, in a
school, in the district are used to build innovative teaching and
programs, are strengths.
Teaching & Learning Strength-Based Framework: The teaching
and learning process is based on a curriculum grounded in student
strengths. Teachers and students jointly focus on strengths to
create a learning environment filled with infinite possibilities for
success.
School Community Culture of Success: The school and the
community play an important role in creating a culture of success
for all students. The school, with the community, emphasizes the
strengths of all students and values a teaching and learning
environment that promotes student assets over deficits.
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Steps to Take
1.
2.
3

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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You can access all the documents in Word, except for the
Application form, it is in Pdf format. Download applications
and documents at: http://www.teacherdrivenchange.org/
Review the toolkit with your chapter leadership; decide if
you want to honor members with the Ovation! If so, make
presentation to your reps. and/or members.
Prepare the documents for distribution to parents,
community members, members, students, using your
chapter contact information. Decide on the distribution
system that is appropriate for your chapter.
Review the CTA Institute for Teaching Strength based web
and concepts of Teacher Driven Change.
Determine how your chapter will recruit candidates, select
nominees and decide how often the award will be given in
your local.
Establish a timeline for Ovation!
Distribute nomination forms.
Appoint a chapter selection committee.
Market and promote the Ovation! at appropriate venues.
Collect nominations.
Select recipients.
Prepare for the presentation (press release, who to invite,
timing, food, balloons, etc.).
Select the day and place to present the Ovation!
Follow up with chapter leadership.
Nomination forms are available in Spanish and
Vietnamese.

Nominations
The Nomination Form is in PDF format. Please access it at
OVATION! Nomination Form
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Resources
Promoting Teaching Excellence and Recognizing our Members
through Social Media will help counter the public narrative that
teacher unions only protect “Bad Teachers.”
Social Media is an effective tool to use to promote good teaching
and extraordinary teachers. The Press Release will reach several
citizens in the community, but the reach of Social Media will
complement the story in the press.

TWITTER

Be sure to Like and Follow “TeacherDrivenChange” (@CTAIFT) and
tag us in your posts.
Here are some sample Tweets for you to use:
Congratulations to [Winner Name Here], receiving well-deserved
@CTAINSTITUTE FOR TEACHING Ovation!, recognizing work that makes
our school/district better! #yourhashtag
Time for an Ovation!! @CTAINSTITUTE FOR TEACHING and
@yourassociation recognizes [Winner Name Here] for [specific, excellent
contributions] to [school or district]!
We love giving out Ovation!s to our awesome members! Today
@CTAINSTITUTE FOR TEACHING and @yourassociation recognized
[wonderful effort/project] by [Winner Name Here].
Good news! One of our wonderful teachers, [Winner Name Here], has
received an Ovation! from @yourassociation and @CTAINSTITUTE FOR
TEACHING to honor great work at #school/district
Celebrate with us! [Winner Name Here] received an Ovation! today from
@yourassociation and @CTAINSTITUTE FOR TEACHING, honoring
strength-based #TeacherDrivenChange.
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INSTAGRAM
Tag your pictures #CTAINSTITUTE FOR TEACHING, #Ovation!,
#TeacherDrivenChange, and whatever suits your local.

FACEBOOK
Be sure to Like and Follow “CTA Institute for Teaching” and tag us
in your posts.

WEBSITES
Your Service Center, Chapter, UniServ or Region may have a
website that you can use to post the information and photos.
The CTA Institute for Teaching
believes that greatness
already exists in our schools.
We seek to identify what is
working in classrooms and
schools and to build on these
strengths. Contrary to the
pervasive narrative that
teacher unions only protect
“bad” teachers, Ovation! is
designed to demonstrate that
our Union supports excellence
in teaching.

Temecula Valley EA President Jeff
Kingsberg (above) present Ovation!
awards to their members.
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How Can You Make This Honor Special?
You can use balloons.
You can purchase balloons at a Dollar Tree $1 per balloon, with
helium. You can write on the balloons before they are filled, “You
are rising up in education, etc.” Other sources for balloons are
Safeway/Lucky/99¢ stores |12 balloons for X amount $.
Say it with Flowers - Price ranges
Trader Joes – Mixed Bouquets - $9.99 - $14.00, Roses 20 count
$9.99, small orchids $9.99 and large orchids 24” + $19.99
Costco – Floral arrangements from $19.99 - $29.99 varies with the
season, orchid medium $14.99, and succulents - $4.99 - $20.00
Farmer’s Market – Varies by venue
Food Ideas
Healthy snacks and drinks are encouraged.
Cake: Sharable for the kids in that class… that will really get
them talking about it to everyone … peers, parents, etc.
Follow local district guidelines for sweets.
Safeway—sheet to ½ sheet order.
Costco—full sheet $20.00 order at least one day ahead.
Sandwiches/Chips: Costco—Mini meat sandwiches pre-order and
large box of bag of chips and bottled water.
Anchors and Tokens
Picture Frame
5x7 frame with a 4x6 opening, engraved with chapter and
person’s name and Ovation! year at the top or just CTA Institute
for Teaching Ovation! at the top and the year.
All Things Remembered: Classic Bevel Gunmetal Frames
Put a photo of the presentation in the frame as a memento for
the member.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Pens engraved or plain
Flash Drives
Pen/Flash Drive
Bluetooth Speaker
Power Bank
How about a Teacher
Bobble-Head?

Certificates
Present an Ovation! Certificate. Get a certificate
sample by using this link: Ovation! Certificate Sample
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Ovation! Press Release
FOR IMMEDIATE
RELEASE
Month Day, Year

Contact:
Association President
Local Teachers Association
Phone: (123) 456-7890
email: pres@association.org

Local Teacher Receives “Ovation!” - Local and State Organizations
Recognize Educator for Efforts to Build Student and School
Strengths
IF YOU ARE INVITING PRESS TO SHOW UP and the Ovation! has not yet
been awarded, provide details here about when and where it will happen.
You will also need to rewrite parts of the press release in future tense.

In [City/District] on [Weekday, Date], the [Local Teachers
Association], supported by the CTA Institute for Teaching, honored
[School Name] teacher [Teacher Name] with an “Ovation!” –
recognizing excellence in the support of [specific strengths] at
[School/District].
The Ovation! program launched in 2016, created by the CTA
Institute for Teaching South Bay Teacher Think Tank Members to
help local CTA teacher associations recognize and highlight
valuable member contributions to classrooms and schools. While
there are various high-profile honors given to a few teachers in a
few locations each year, the Ovation! aims to honor quality
teaching and other strengths that are vital to classrooms and
schools, but too often overlooked in the broader community.
Ovation! also reinforces the concepts of Strength-based Teacher
Driven Change and the Seven Factors; that is a source of school
improvement.
Teacher name, grade level and/or subject, school site, district,
and is a member of your local Teachers Association [make sure to
verify].
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Nomination information: who nominated, using what supporting
reasons for example: Quotes from nomination form, from a
colleague, from union president or another leader, administrator,
student, parent.
In addition to the Ovation!, California Teachers Association
members have funded 313 grant projects totaling more than $3.5
million grants through Institute for Teaching to innovative,
strength-based projects throughout the state. These funds come
from CTA members’ voluntary dues contributions.
In addition, the CTA Institute for Teaching supports teacher-driven
change in a variety of strength-based school improvement
programs outside of the grant framework. The successful grants
and other supported projects often involve partnerships among
teachers, administrators, parents, and education or community
organizations.
Dick Gale, the CTA Institute for Teaching’s Manager and Program
Director, notes that,
“As the non-political, non-profit part of California Teachers Association,
we are in a position to really focus on teaching and learning, and help our
members carry out innovative ideas that make a difference for kids.”
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Photo/Video Release for Students
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Photo/Video Release for Members, School Employees,
Community
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CTA Institute for Teaching
Ovation!

Please share your Association’s great work with IFT. Summarizing your Ovation!
activities will assist CTA in transforming our profession.

Ovation! Association Summary Form

This short summary and any videos or photos of the event can be uploaded to IFT’s
social media community www.strengthbasedhub.org. Or, e-mail the completed form
and supporting materials to: http://www.teacherdrivenchange.org/Ovation!
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Learn More About the CTA Institute for Teaching

More information about Strength-Based Teaching can be found on the
Institute for Teaching website: http://www.teacherdrivenchange.org
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California Teachers Association
Institute for Teaching
South Bay Teacher Think Tank Members
July 2016

Toolkit and Forms
http://www.teacherdrivenchange.org/Ovation!

CTA Institute for Teaching
Dick Gale, Manager/Emeritus
619-683-3990 | dgale@cta.org
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